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We report measurements on a graphene quantum dot with an integrated graphene charge detector.
The quantum dot device consists of a graphene island !diameter of #200 nm" connected to source
and drain contacts via two narrow graphene constrictions. From Coulomb diamond measurements
a charging energy of 4.3 meV is extracted. The charge detector is based on a 45 nm wide graphene
nanoribbon placed approximately 60 nm from the island. We show that resonances in the
nanoribbon can be used to detect individual charging events on the quantum dot. The charging
induced potential change on the quantum dot causes a steplike change in the current in the charge
detector. The relative change in the current ranges from 10% up to 60% for detecting individual
charging events. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. $DOI: 10.1063/1.3036419%

Graphene,1,2 the two dimensional !2D" sp2 allotrope of
carbon, is a promising material for the development of future
nanoelectronics and quantum information processing.3 This
is mainly due to high carrier mobilities4,5 and expected long
spin lifetimes. Graphene’s gapless electronic structure and
predicted Klein tunneling through pn barriers6 make it hard
to confine charge carriers by electrostatic means. However,
by etching graphene it is possible to make tunable graphene
nanodevices, as it has been shown by the fabrication of
graphene nanoribbons,7–9 interference devices,10–12 and
graphene quantum dots !QDs".13–15 In this paper we present
an integrated graphene device consisting of a graphene QD
with a nearby graphene nanoribbon acting as a quantum-
point-contact-like charge detector !CD". Charge detection
techniques16 have been shown to significantly extend the ex-
perimental possibilities with QD devices. They are, e.g.,
powerful for detecting spin-qubit states17,18 and molecular
states in coupled QDs.19 Furthermore CDs have been suc-
cessfully used to investigate shot noise on a single electron
level and full counting statistics.20 This makes charge detec-
tion highly interesting for advanced investigation of
graphene QDs and graphene nanosystems in general.

Figure 1!a" shows a scanning force microscope image of
the all graphene structure. The QD device consists of two 35
nm wide graphene constrictions separating source !S" and
drain !D" contacts from the graphene island !diameter of
#200 nm". The constrictions and the island are electrostati-
cally tuned independently by two barrier gates !B1 and B2"
and a plunger gate !PG", respectively. The highly doped sili-
con back gate !BG" allows to adjust the overall Fermi level.
In addition, we placed a 45 nm wide graphene nanoribbon 60
nm next to the island, which acts as a CD, as shown below.

The sample is fabricated by mechanical exfoliation of
natural bulk graphite.21 Single-layer graphene flakes are
transferred to highly doped silicon substrates with a 295 nm
silicon oxide top layer. Electron beam lithography !EBL" is
used for patterning the isolated graphene flakes by subse-
quent Ar /O2 reactive ion etching. A second EBL and a lift-
off step is performed to place source, drain electrodes, and
contacts to the lateral gate electrodes !all 2/50 nm Ti/Au".
For the detailed fabrication process and the single-layer

graphene identification by Raman spectroscopy, we refer to
Refs. 13, 22, and 23. Measurements were performed in a
variable temperature insert cryostat at a base temperature of
1.7 K using low-frequency lock-in techniques.

The characterization of the individual devices is shown
in Figs. 1!b" and 1!c". Figure 1!b" shows the current I as a
function of the BG voltage at a temperature of 1.7 K of both
the QD device !upper curve" and the CD !lower curve". In
both cases we observe a transport gap13 extending roughly
from −4 to 15 V and from 4 to 14 V for the QD and CD,
respectively. From high source-drain voltage !Vb,QD" mea-
surements !not shown" we estimate the characteristic energy
scale of these effective energy gaps to be about 13 and 8
meV, respectively. This is in reasonable agreement with re-
cent measurements on graphene nanoribbons, where the
transport gap is dominated by the width of the graphene
nanostructure.24 The large scale current fluctuations are at-
tributed to resonances in the graphene constrictions. By fo-
cusing on a smaller BG voltage range of 150 mV $see inset
of Fig. 1!b"%, Coulomb blockade resonances of the QD are
resolved in regions where these resonances are suppressed.
In Fig. 1!c" Coulomb diamond measurements of the QD are
shown. The differential conductance of the dot dIQD /dVb,QD
is plotted as a function of the bias voltage Vb,QD and PG
voltage VPG for a fixed BG voltage VBG=2 V. From this
measurement a charging energy Ec&4.3 meV and a PG le-
ver arm !PG,QD=0.06 are extracted. From further diamond
measurements as function of BG and fixed PG voltage !not
shown here", we find a BG lever arm of !BG,QD=0.34. After
having demonstrated the functionality of both devices inde-
pendently, their joint operation is shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
where we demonstrate the functionality and high sensitivity
of the graphene CD.

For these measurements the BG voltage is set to VBG
=6.5 V such that the QD is close to the charge neutrality
point $see arrows in Fig. 1!b"% as well as inside the transport
gap of the CD. We operate the CD in a regime where strong
resonances are accessible in order to make use of steep
slopes of the conductance as a function of VPG of the order of
4–6"10−4!e2 /h" /100 mV to detect individual charging
events on the QD.
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Figure 2!a" shows almost equidistantly spaced !#VPG
=65$3.8 mV" Coulomb blockade resonances as function of
VPG at Vb,QD=500 %V. The strong modulation of the con-
ductance peak amplitudes is due to superimposed resonances
in the graphene constrictions defining the island.13 In Fig.
2!b" we plot the simultaneously measured conductance
through the nearby CD !at a bias voltage of Vb,CD=8.2 mV"
for the same VPG range. On top of the peak-shaped CD reso-
nance we observe conductance steps that are well aligned
!see dotted lines" with single charging events on the nearby
QD. The conductance step is related to a shift in the CD
resonance with respect to the PG voltage. From an analysis
of more than 300 charging events an average shift in PG
voltage of #VPG,CD=34$6 mV is observed. Despite the fact
that in Fig. 2!b" the shifts are larger for lower PG voltage, no
systematic dependence on the PG voltage or on the dot con-
ductance or on the individual CD resonance can be extracted.

Figures 3!a" and 3!b" show 2D plots of a set of traces
corresponding to those shown in Figs. 2!a" and 2!b" taken for
different BG voltages and Vb,CD=Vb,QD=500 %V. Figure
3!a" shows Coulomb blockade resonances in the QD conduc-
tance following a relative lever arm of PG and BG of
!PG,QD /!BG,QD=0.18 !see black dashed line". In Fig. 3!b"
these resonances are observed through charge detection and
are marked with arrows. The CD resonance used for detec-
tion can be distinguished from the dot resonances by its
larger width and its different slope given by !PG,CD /!BG,CD
=0.04 !black dashed line". This reduced slope is due to
the larger distance of the CD nanoribbon to the PG
!#350 nm" as compared to the island-PG distance. The
modulation of the Coulomb blockade resonances in Fig. 3!a"
is due to resonances in the tunneling constriction located
around 300 nm away from the PG $see Fig. 1!a"%. This leads
to a slope of 0.08 for these peak modulations !see white
dotted line". Independent of this modulation we identify
single charging events on the QD as conductance fringes $see
arrows in Fig. 3!b"% on top of the up and down slopes of the
CD resonance. This can even better be seen by numerical
differentiation of GCD versus VPG, as shown in Fig. 3!c".
Here the sharp conductance changes due to the fact that
charging events in the dot are strongly pronounced, and both
relative lever arms to the Coulomb blockade peaks and the
constriction resonance in the CD are indicated by dashed
lines. The detection range can be improved by increasing the

bias Vb,CD, leading to a broadening of the constriction reso-
nance, as seen by comparing Fig. 3!c" with Fig. 2!b".

From the measurement shown in Fig. 2!b" a nanoribbon
conductance change of up to 10% can be extracted for a
single charging event. For lower bias voltages !e.g., Vb,CD
=500 %V" the change in the conductance can be increased
to 60%.

In conclusion, we demonstrated the functionality of an
integrated graphene CD based on a nanoribbon nearby a
graphene QD. We confirm the detection of charging events in
regimes where Coulomb blockade resonances can hardly be
measured !i.e., resolved" because the current levels are too
low $see, e.g., arrows in Fig. 2!a"%. In contrast to state-of-the-
art quantum-point contact CDs, we do not make use of
slopes to quantized conductance plateaus. We rather use local
resonances in the graphene nanoribbon to detect charging.
We anticipate that this technique will play an important role
for the investigation of the electron-hole crossover and spin
states in graphene QDs.
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FIG. 1. !Color online" Nanostructured graphene QD de-
vice with nanoribbon and characteristic transport mea-
surements. !a" Scanning force micrograph of the mea-
sured device. The central island is connected to source
!S" and drain !D" contacts by two constrictions. The
diameter of the dot is 200 nm and the constrictions are
35 nm wide. The graphene nanoribbon acts as CD.
Three lateral gates B1, B2, and PG are used to tune the
devices. !b" BG characteristics of the QD device !upper
panel" and the CD !lower panel" shown in !a". Both
measurements were performed at a source-drain !bias"
voltage of Vb,QD=Vb,CD=500 %V and at 1.7 K. The in-
set shows Coulomb blockade resonances observed in-
side the transport gap as a function of the BG voltage
over a range of 150 mV. !c" Coulomb blockade dia-
monds in differential conductance !logarithmic scale"
recorded as function of the PG and bias voltage with
fixed BG voltage VBG=2 V. The charging energy is
estimated to be Ec&4.3 meV.
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FIG. 2. !Color online" !a" Dot conductance GQD and !b" CD conductance
GCD as a function of PG voltage VPG for a fixed BG voltage VBG=6.5 V. !a"
The arrows indicate Coulomb blockade resonances that can be hardly mea-
sured by conventional means because the current levels are too low. !b"
However, they can be detected by the CD. Bias on dot: Vb,QD=500 %V.
Bias on CD: Vb,CD=8.2 mV.
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FIG. 3. !Color online" !a" Conductance GQD of the QD as a function of PG
voltage VPG and BG voltage VBG. The BG voltage is converted to a relative
scale starting at VBG=6.505 V with #VBG=0. For this measurement a
source-drain bias of Vb,QD=500 %V is symmetrically applied. Narrowly
spaced periodic lines are Coulomb blockade resonances !black line with
long dashes", while the larger scale features are attributed to a modulation of
the transmission through the barriers !white dotted line". !b" Simultaneous
measurement of the CD conductance GCD. The broad line with increased
conductance is less affected by changing the PG voltage compared to the
Coulomb blockade resonances in the dot, and it is attributed to a local
resonance in the CD !short dashed line". In addition to this broad line, faint
lines with a slope corresponding to the Coulomb blockade resonances in the
QD are observed !arrows". !c" Derivative of the CD conductance is plotted
in !b" with respect to PG voltage dGCD /dVPG, where the lines with short and
long dashes indicate the two different lever arms.
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